ANTI-VIRAL CLAIMS &
FLOOR COVERINGS
This document describes the position of Forbo Flooring
Systems on the role of floor coverings preventing the
spreading of viruses.

General advice
We advise to follow governmental recommendations and to remain transparent in all communication to our customers. Governments,
are advised by scientific experts, on controlling
the spread of viruses. In the case of Covid-19
the main approach worldwide is to use hand or
surface disinfection with soap and/or alcohol,
to apply social distancing and face coverings to
prevent the spreading of aerosols.
The view of Forbo Flooring Systems is that
there is neither scientific evidence, nor common ground indicating that floor covering is a
solution to prevent the spreading of viruses.
Therefore, claiming anything that suggests this
can be misleading and does not fit within the
values of Forbo Flooring Systems; we create
transparency for our customers and support
them to make the right choices.
Laboratory testing
There is an international standard (ISO 21702)
that tests how much virus is remaining after 24
hours on a surface. This test is performed in a
laboratory under controlled circumstances.
Viruses are spread mainly through air and via

creating better environments

contact on to surfaces, under varying conditions. Some flooring suppliers started to promote the claim that their flooring products
helps as a ‘solution against corona’.
Claims that are based on tests as mentioned
are not resembling day to day life nor a practical situation. A floor in a building is not the
same as in a laboratory test. In practice a floor
covering picks up dirt, water and various other
contaminants depending on the cleaning
regime. Results in a laboratory are no prediction for what happens in practice.
Disinfection of a floor
When customers want to ensure their flooring
is and remains disinfected in practice a smooth
and non-porous flooring provides a good basis
for ease of maintenance and disinfestation.
Smooth surfaces create a good foundation for
easy cleaning and disinfection; the smoother
and non-porous the surface the easier it is. TWe
recommend to use our resilient port folio as a
good foundation to disinfect the floor in use.
This is also the case for Flotex as being a
unique washable textile floor covering.

